
New Historicism 

Premises:  

 Images and narratives do important cultural work. They function as a 

kind of workshop (or playroom) where cultural problems, hopes, and 

obsessions are addressed or avoided. 

 The best way to interpret literature is to place it in its historical context: 

what contemporaneous issues, anxieties, and struggles does the work of 

literature reflect, refract, or try to work through? 

 Interpretive problems (such as figuring out why the narrator of Invisible 

Man can’t seem to understand his own existence or identity) must be 

related to cultural-historical problems (such as the rampant stereotyping, manipulation, abuse, and 

oppression that people of color had to endure during Ellison’s time) in order to be understood. 

 The cultural/historical context of the READER also plays into the meaning-making process, and 

must be taken into account. 

 New Historicists also tend to stress that authors and poets are not flawless—that even though they 

may be more contemplative about their societies than the average citizen, they nonetheless 

participate in it. In other words: Writers are a product of their times—or, at least, they are affected 

by the world in which they lived. 

 

Questions to ask when applying New Historicism: 

 What contemporaneous (existing at the time of the text’s production) cultural or social issues does 

the author appear to be trying to work through in the text? 

 What ideas about or practices in contemporaneous culture/society is the text promoting?  What 

ideas or practices is it condemning or challenging? 

 What elements of the author’s cultural/historical context are important to understanding the text?  

How are they important? 

 What elements of your OWN cultural/historical context are important to understanding your 

reaction to the text?  How are they important? 

 

To Write a New Historicism Analysis: 

1. Look for aspects of the text that propose issues of particular historical/cultural significance. 
o Areas where the author appears to be “working out” some cultural/social/historical problem 
o Areas where the author is promoting or condemning a particular stance on a 

cultural/social/historical issue 
o Areas where the author’s views diverge with yours in ways that you suspect may be 

motivated by his/her contemporaneous cultural/historical context 
2. Determine (or conjecture) which aspects of the author’s cultural/historical context might be 

informing the above. 
3. Reflect on how/which aspects of your own cultural/historical context might be informing your 

interpretation of #1. 
4. Craft a thesis statement that sums up the cumulative effect of 1-3 (or 1+2 or 1+3) 
5. Develop reasons to support your thesis statement. 
6. Use direct quotations and other specific evidence from the text to support your reasons and thesis 

(analysis). 


